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ABSTRACT
The tongue is considered an important part of the postural system, so it is fundamental to understand how it can
interfere with the humans’ postural oscillations. The aim of this preliminary investigation is to understand the effects of
different tongue position and cervical ROM on postural oscillations measured in a stabilometric test. Thirteen voluntary
subjects were recruited (30.8 ± 9.7 yrs.; 173.6 ± 14.9 cm; 72.6 ± 15.6 kg) and tested in three different random tongue
conditions: comfortable tongue position (CT), palatal spot position (ST) and low tongue position (LT). All tests were
performed with open eyes. Stabilometric test were performed with a pressure platform. In addition, the cervical ROM
was assessed in the CT condition to create a baseline measurement and to find out baseline relationship with cervical
ROM and postural oscillations. Data analysis indicates no significant difference in CoP sway path length for CT / ST /
LT (260.7 ± 106.5 mm / 236.9 ± 79.3 mm / 272.9 ± 89.3 mm, respectively). A moderate but significant correlation is
present between postural oscillations and cervical rotation ROM (R = -0.59; p = .03), indicating that good postural
oscillations are connected with a free ROM of the highest part of the body. The results of this preliminary investigation
do not support the use of different tongue position during postural assessment to discriminate some postural
interferences of the tongue. At the same time the results suggest the relationship between cervical ROM and stability.
These results suggest the necessity to study more in deep this phenomenon with other specific class of subjects.
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INTRODUCTION
Body posture is controlled by the central nervous system through the interaction of multisensorial input of
several postural receptors which are exteroceptive, interoceptive and proprioceptive organs as the vestibular
and the visual system, and the muscular proprioceptive organs (Carini et al., 2017; Peterka, 2018; Proske
and Gandevia, 2012). The scientific literature reports several researches that have shown changes on
postural oscillations by evaluating postural receptors in different conditions (e.g., various visual input;
changing auditory stimuli; different mandibular position) (Baldini et al., 2013; Chen and Qu, 2017). In this
context, many research groups have investigated the role of the stomatognathic system, in terms of
temporomandibular disorders, swallowing disorders, occlusion classes and tongue position on body posture
(Julia-Sanchez et al., 2019; Perinetti et al., 2010; Solovykh, 2013). In particular, the tongue, through the
biomechanical interaction between the anatomical structures of the stomatognathic system, plays a key role
on body posture (Messina, 2017, 2020). Indeed, previous research demonstrated the influence of tongue
posture and swallowing on postural control (Alghadir et al., 2015). Alghadir et al reported that the centre of
gravity (CoG) velocity changed significantly in relation to different tongue position (Alghadir et al., 2015).
Moreover, due to the biomechanical and myofascial connection, the tongue posture as well as the mandible
position can affect many aspects of physical fitness as strength and mobility (G. Battaglia et al., 2016; G.
Battaglia et al., 2018; Myers, 2001; Wilke et al., 2016).
Our hypothesis is that the change in the position of the tongue can affect postural behaviour in terms of
oscillations. Furthermore, we suppose that the cervical range of motion (ROM) can influence postural stability.
For this reason, the aim of this pilot and preliminary study is to assess separately postural stability during
different tongue positions and cervical ROM in healthy subjects. Secondary, we investigate any relationship
between these two parameters.
METHODS
Participants
Thirteen voluntary subjects were recruited (age: 30.8 ± 9.7 years; weight: 72.6 ± 15.6 kg; height 173.6 ±
14.9 cm). The exclusion criteria were: participants with muscular, neurological or tendinous injuries,
participants with face deformities, neck or TMJ pain, vertigo or others dizziness symptoms. The inclusion
criteria were: good global health. After a clinical evaluation performed by a skilled professional, the group
was divided into two subgroups: 1) 7 subjects without swallowing disorders (WTSD), 2) 6 subjects with
swallowing disorders (WSD). This division was performed in order to check different postural behaviour within
these two clusters. Ethical approval was issued by the local University Ethics Committee in agreement with
the Declaration of Helsinki. After being informed of the procedures, methods, benefits and possible risks
involved in the study, each participant reviewed and signed an informed consent in accordance with the
ethical standards.
Experimental setting and measurements
Testing was carried out in Laboratory of Posture and Biomechanics, University of Palermo, Palermo, Italy at
the temperature of 23°C and relative humidity of 45% and at the same time of the day (4 pm) to avoid any
circadian effects (Russo et al., 2015).
All participants were tested during the same day in three different random tongue conditions: comfortable
tongue position (CT), palatal spot position (ST), and low tongue position (LT). Each participant performed a
stabilometric test in each of these conditions according to the international standardization criteria (Kapteyn
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et al., 1983): visual target within 5 meters head in neutral position, silence, first acquisition with open and
then with closed eyes, each test was 51.2 seconds long, feet were positioned with heel separated of 2 cm
and the feet tips 30° wide apart, arms were close fitted to thighs. All the testes were performed with open
eyes. Stabilometric test were performed on a pressure platform with a resistive sensors matrix (FreeMed®,
Sensor Medica®, Guidonia Montecelio, Italy), the accuracy of the instrument was previously documented
(Romero-Franco et al., 2013; Russo et al., 2018). After the stability evaluation, the cervical ROM (Figure 1)
was assessed for sagittal plane (flexion and extension), transversal plane (left and right rotation), coronal
plane (left and right inclination). Cervical ROM test was performed using an inertial sensor (Moover®, Sensor
Medica®, Guidonia Montecelio, Italy) positioned in the middle of the forehead. The test was performed in
standing position, the same used for stabilometry and in CT condition, to create a baseline measurement
and to find out baseline relationship with natural cervical ROM and postural oscillations.

Figure 1. Cervical ROM. From left to right: transversal plane (rotation), coronal plane (inclination), sagittal
plane (flexion and extension).
The following measurements were analysed: CoP sway path length for each stabilometric test in each
condition and angle of cervical ROM on the three anatomical planes.
Statistical analysis
Data, presented as means and standard deviations (± SD), were calculated after verifying the normality of
distributions using the Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965). Data were normally distributed, so
parametric statistics was used. In order to determine significant differences in the two subgroups WTSD/WSD
a t-test for independent sample was performed. In order to determine significant differences for different
tongue position an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures on one factor (tongue position) was
applied. In order to determine a significant correlation between postural oscillations behaviour and cervical
ROM a Pearson coefficient was calculated. Statistical analyses were performed using the software IBM®
SPSS® Statistic version 21.0 (IBM Corporation, Somers, NY, USA). The level of significance was set at p ≤
.05.
RESULTS
The descriptive statistics for stabilometric test in different conditions and for cervical ROM measurement are
showed in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
WTSD and WSD groups were equal from a statistical point of view both for CoP sway path length and for
cervical ROM angle, no statistical differences were measured between these two subgroups.
The entire group showed a lack of difference for the CoP sway path length between the three tongue
positions. CT (260.7 ± 106.5 mm), ST (236.9 ± 79.3 mm), and LT (272.9 ± 89.3 mm) showed very similar
behaviour in terms of postural oscillations and no statistical differences were measured. Hence, the tongue
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position seems do not affect the posture; or the stabilometric test is not sufficient to discriminate the acute
effect of tongue position on postural behaviour in standing position.
Table 1. Stabilometric data for each tongue position and for each participants group.
Tongue CoP Sway Path Length (mm)
CoP Sway Path Length
CoP Sway Path Length
position
All subjects (13)
(mm) WTSD subjects (7)
(mm) WSD subjects (6)
CT
260.7 ± 106.5
247.0 ± 100.7
276.7 ± 120.3
ST
236.9 ± 79.3
203.1 ± 35.4
276.4 ± 100.7
LT
272.9 ± 89.3
254.8 ± 58.3
294.0 ± 118.7
Legend. data are expressed as mean/SD for each parameter. CT: comfortable tongue position. ST: spot tongue position. LT: low
tongue position. WTSD: without swallowing disorders. WSD: with swallowing disorders. No significant difference between any
parameter (p > .05).

Table 2. Cervical ROM data for each participants group.
Transversal Plane
Coronal Plane
Groups
Cervical ROM (°)
Cervical ROM (°)
All subjects (13)
138.2 ± 15.7
76.7 ± 18.0
WTSD (7)
136.1 ± 14.7
74.9 ± 21.0
WSD (6)
140.5 ± 17.8
78.9 ± 15.5

Sagittal Plane
Cervical ROM (°)
108.7 ± 21.7
110.2 ± 22.1
106.9 ± 23.2

Legend. Data are expressed as mean/SD for each parameter. CT: comfortable tongue position. ST: spot tongue position. LT: low
tongue position. WTSD: without swallowing disorders. WSD: with swallowing disorders. No significant difference between any
parameter (p > .05).

A moderate but significant correlation can be observed between postural oscillations and cervical rotation
ROM (Figure 2), specifically between CoP sway path length and transversal plane range of motion (R = 0.59 and p = .03), no other significant relationship was measured. This connection between the dynamic
motion of the head and the postural oscillations is very interesting because it represents the connection
between the highest and the lowest part of the body.

Figure 2. Transversal plane cervical ROM vs CoP sway path length, inverse significant relationship (R = 0.59; p = .03). In case of limitation in head rotation the CoP sway path length results increased.
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DISCUSSION
The aim of this pilot and preliminary study is to assess separately postural stability in different tongue
conditions and cervical ROM in healthy subjects in order to find out any relationships. The tongue position is
a postural characteristic and depends from several aspects (Gonzalez et al., 2019; Valentim et al., 2016). To
investigate its effects on postural oscillations is fundamental in terms of postural assessment and treatment
(Vuillerme et al., 2008). On the other hand, the quantity of degrees of freedom of neck and head, measured
by the cervical ROM test, is another important issue in health and postural behaviour (G. Battaglia et al.,
2016; Celenay et al., 2016; Lluch et al., 2014). For these reasons, it is of interest to investigate on its
relationship with postural oscillations.
The results of our study allow us to reject partially our first research hypothesis because the tongue position
seems to not affect postural oscillations, while the second hypothesis concerning the relationship between
the degrees of freedom of neck and the stability seems confirmed.
To find out better results and to exclude possible errors the group was divided in two subgroups: 1) 7 subjects
without swallowing disorders (WTSD), 2) 6 subjects with swallowing disorders (WSD). A skilled professional
performed the evaluation of the swallowing and it is useful to understand whether a different postural
behaviour can be present in case of swallowing disorders. The results in Table 1, that show no difference
between these two groups, suggest the absence of any difference in postural oscillations in our study group.
This outcome is fundamental to discuss because this aspect can be read from a twofold point of view: on one
hand, the effect of swallowing disorders on postural control seems to be not present; and on the other hand,
this lack of difference allow us to use the entire sample instead to create differences for any parameters
between WTSD and WSD subjects. We obtained the same results also for cervical ROM. In fact, no
differences were found between WTSD and WSD subjects for any ROM in any anatomical plane (Table 2).
In this frame, swallowing disorders seem to not affect both postural control in standing position and motion
of the head in the space.
In Table 1 is reported a lack of difference in postural oscillations also for different tongue position. Comfortable
tongue position (CT), palatal spot position (ST), and low tongue position (LT) showed very similar values:
260.7 ± 106.5 mm / 236.9 ± 79.3 mm / 272.9 ± 89.3 mm respectively. These results suggest that the use of
different tongue position in clinical practice could not be relevant and that the difference in terms of results
could be purely casual. To change voluntary the position of tongue seems to have no effect on postural
oscillations. Hence, it is important to continue to collect data, by recruiting larger samples and comparing
different subjects with usual different tongue position, in order to understand if this condition have a direct
impact on postural behaviour.
The most important finding of this study is the significant correlation between cervical ROM and CoP sway
path length (Figure 1). Higher degrees of freedom of the neck and lesser tension on cervical spine are
significantly related to less postural oscillations. This is very interesting and useful for the daily clinical practice
and for all professionals. The increase in the CoP sway path length in subjects with lower cervical ROM can
be related to the higher fatigue of the tonic-postural system in order to compensate for the stiffness of cervical
muscles. Based on the theory of the “inverted pendulum” (Winter, 1995) if the upper part of the body moves
the lower part should compensate. Therefore, in case of stiffness in movement of the neck, the lower part
should adopt some compensatory strategy and it could increase the CoP sway path length. In this frame, it
could appear very useful to test cervical ROM during clinical practice because it can suggest limitation in
other aspects connected with posture.
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Finally, we have to underline one open question: does the lack of difference in postural oscillations with
different tongue position (and with swallowing disorders) depend from a real lack of interaction between body
systems? Or does it depend from the sensibility of the instrumentation that is not able to discriminate little
postural changes? Additional data collections are needed to answer this question.
We have to underline that this study has some limitations: first of all, the little sample or the absence of a
test-retest procedure. However, it is a pilot study and the results suggest us the necessity to study more in
deep this phenomenon with other specific class of subjects and with different methodology.
CONCLUSION
The position of the tongue is considered a very important issue by professionals in the field of posture and
movement. However, in this pilot study we observed the lack of significant difference in postural oscillations
with different tongue position. These results suggest us to continue the investigation on this field and further
studies in this way should be performed in order to better understand the influence of this organ on body
posture and human movement and to create a normative data.
It is very interesting the significant correlation between cervical ROM and CoP sway path length. This aspect
opens a window on the research field about the interaction between different body areas in order to get and
to maintain a proper health status.
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